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	ISGC (International Symposium on Grid Computing) is one of the most important

	annual events in Asia that brings together scientists and engineers worldwide to

	exchange ideas, to present on challenges, solutions and future development in the

	field of Grid Computing. The objective of this Symposium is to facilitate the information

	exchange as well as to explore the global collaboration and interoperation

	among various Grid projects.





	ISGC 2007 was held at Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan from 26 to 29 March

	2007 and participated by around 200 people from 22 countries. In order to bridge

	the Asia Pacific and the world, the Symposium consists of invited talks and demonstrations

	from leading international projects in Grid operation, Grid Middleware and

	e-Science applications. Lectures also highlight related national Grid projects from

	Asia Pacific countries.





	To promote the awareness of the global Grid operation and collaboration between

	Asia Pacific region and the world, the Symposium offers an excellent opportunity

	to learn from the latest achievements from Europe, America and Asia. The major

	topics of ISGC 2007 are concentrated on Global Grid Projects, Grid Projects in Asia

	Pacific, High Energy Physics Applications, Biomedical Applications, e-Science

	Applications, Humanities & Social Sciences Applications, Operation & Management,

	Grid Middleware, Interoperation, Grid Security, Networking as well as Industry

	Track. By sharing experiences from a variety of Grid systems, this Symposium

	provides the potential Grid developers and users with invaluable insights for developing

	Grid technology and application.





	In this book, a comprehensive report towards Grid Activities in Asia Pacific has

	prepared and abstracted from invited talks in different fields across Asia countries.

	Besides, various e-Science applications including High Energy Physics, Biomedical

	and Life Sciences have been discussed with practical approaches. As to the state-ofthe-

	art Grid technology, Grid Middleware and Interoperability are addressed with

	the relevance of current and emerging standards to facilitate a grid with global

	reach. Furthermore, the topic of Grid Operations and Management cover the recent

	advances in managing the large scale grid infrastructures.
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Data Visualization with JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2015

	
		You've got data to communicate. But what kind of visualization do you choose, how do you build it, and how do you ensure that it's up to the demands of the Web?

	
		In Data Visualization with JavaScript, you'll learn how to use JavaScript, HTML, and CSS to build the most practical visualizations for your...
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Grids, Clouds and Virtualization (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2010

	Research into grid computing has been driven by the need to solve large-scale, increasingly complex problems for scientific applications. Yet the applications of grid computing for business and casual users did not begin to emerge until the development of the concept of cloud computing, fueled by advances in virtualization techniques, coupled...
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Sales Mastery: The Sales Book Your Competition Doesn't Want You to ReadJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Distinguish yourself as a "Sales Master" and win big in business today!


	Your personal and professional distinctions are THE precursor to closing the deal. Why? Because most salespeople are not distinctive-all they do is follow one another.


	Sales Mastery gives you Chuck Bauer's unique personal...
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Building Embedded Systems: Programmable HardwareApress, 2016

	 This is a book about developing the software and hardware you never think about. We're talking about the nitty-gritty behind the buttons on your microwave, inside your thermostat, inside the keyboard used to type this description, and even running the monitor on which you are reading it now. Such stuff is termed embedded systems,...
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Multicast Sockets: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2002
Multicast Sockets: Practical Guide for Programmers is a hands-on, application-centric approach to multicasting (as opposed to a network-centric one) that is filled with examples, ideas, and experimentation. Each example builds on the last to introduce multicast concepts, frameworks, and APIs in an engaging manner that does not burden...
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Healthcare-Associated Infections in Children: A Guide to Prevention and ManagementSpringer, 2018

	With advances in technology and medical science, children with previously untreatable and often fatal conditions, such as congenital heart disease, extreme prematurity and pediatric malignancy, are living longer.  While this is a tremendous achievement, pediatric providers are now more commonly facing challenges in these medical...
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